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Effective Approaches for Low Temperature Polysilicon
TFT LCD Post-Mapping Yield Control Problem

Chao-Ton Su, Peng-Sen Wang, and Chun-Chin Hsu

Abstract—Low-temperature polysilicon (LTPS) technology has drawn
the attention of many display manufacturers because it has several poten-
tial advantages over amorphous thin-film-transistor liquid crystal display
(TFT LCD). The mapping operation matches one TFT and one color-filter
(CF) glass plate together to form one LCD plate. Each plate contains a
certain number of cells that are independent devices. The matched LCD
cell is good only when the TFT and CF cell match is good. When only a
TFT or CF cell is good, there is a yield loss. The sorter is a robot used
in LCD manufacturing systems to achieve higher yield in matching TFT
and CF plates. This sorter contains several ports that can transfer CF
glasses from CF cassettes to match TFT glasses. This is an important
determinant for post-mapping yield. This study first proposes a linear
programming formulation to optimize the plates-matching problem for
the various ports. Next, we propose an algorithm to reduce the number of
ways for choosing different matched objects when the number of matched
cassettes is large. This algorithm avoids computer overload and provides
an excellent solution. The empirical results illustrate the efficiency and
effectiveness of the proposed approaches.

Note to Practitioners—Yield is an important competitiveness determi-
nant for thin-film-transistor liquid crystal display (TFT LCD) factories.
TFT-LCD contains three major manufacturing sectors: the array, cell and
module assembly processes. The yield loss from the cell process is one of
the most critical steps. This study first formulates a linear programming
for the TFT color-filter plates-matching problem in the cell process and a
reduction algorithm then is developed to reduce the computational efforts.
Our proposed approach is workable and it does not require a significant in-
vestment to produce yield improvement by applying the proposedmatching
algorithm.

Index Terms—Combinatorial optimization, Hungarian method, liquid
crystal display (LCD), matching, yield mapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past 12 years, the market for liquid crystal displays
(LCDs) has grown at over 20% on average per annum. This high-per-
formance display is expected to grow rapidly and obtain major market
share in the display market. In the 1980s, market demand forced a
transition from twisted nematic displays to super twisted nematic
displays. This led to today’s amorphous silicon and low-temperature
polysilicon (LTPS) thin-film-transistor LCD (TFT LCD). LTPS tech-
nology has gathered much attention from many display manufacturers
because it has several advantages over amorphous displays, e.g.,
built-in driver circuits, high-definition and high-aperture ratio. LTPS
production technology is aimed at manufacturing small and medium
sized LCD panels for rapid growth in the digital still cameras (DSC),
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Fig. 1. LTPS TFT LCD process flow.

digital video camcorders (DVC), notebook computers, cellular phones
and personal digital assistants (PDA) markets.
The manufacturing process [1] for LCDsmay be likened to making a

sandwich. The bottom substrate is the TFT array. The TFT fabrication
process sequence is a series of deposition and etching sequences, as in
integrated circuit fabrication. The top substrate is the color filter plate.
Color-filter (CF) glasses are usually purchased from outside vendors.
Both the TFT plate and CF plate are joined together in what is called
a cell assembly process. During cell assembly, the liquid-crystal ma-
terial is sandwiched between the two substrates and the glass plate is
scribed to the individual displays. The final step is module assembly,
integrating the drive integrated circuit (IC) onto the substrate to drive
the display. A concise LTPS process is shown in Fig. 1.
Yield control is an important factor for a TFT LCD manufacturing

firm to gain a competitive edge. Significant yield losses range from
5% to 25% for the TFT LCD manufacturing process. This loss occurs
in three major manufacturing sectors: the array, cell and module as-
sembly processes. The post-mapping yield loss from the cell process is
one of the most critical steps. There are two options for post-mapping
yield improvement. The first is to improve the TFT and/or CF plate
yield. This approach requires improvement in the manufacturing pro-
cesses, technology, tooling, etc., and may be costly and have techno-
logical constraints. For example, Kim and Choi [2] developed a mega-
sonic cleaner to remove very small particles from the LCD panels to
improve the manufacturing yield rate. The second option is to use a
judicious mapping policy to optimize yield mapping. This approach
could be very efficient and does not alter the cell process or add equip-
ment. The matching technique plays an important role in TFT and CF
yield matching. The objective of this study is to minimize the yield loss
through a matching process that obtains a greater number of acceptable
LCD panels to improve the cell process yield.

II. YIELD MAPPING

A. Mapping Process

The cell mapping process combines one TFT and one CF plate to
form both sides of a LCD. This mapping process has a one-to-one
match between the relative cell positions on both plates. A matched
LCD cell is “good” only when both the CF and TFT cells are “good”.
When only the TFT or CF cell is good, there is a yield loss. The cell
status (good or bad) for either a TFT or a CF cell is known by in-
spection before the mapping operation commences. The selected yield-
matching CF glass in a TFT product can have a critical impact on cell
process yield improvements. For example, in Fig. 2, the number of
panels per substrate is six. The CF glass goes through rotation and re-
verse then moves to cover a TFT glass. Both the TFT and CF glass
contain a defective cell. Only one bad panel is produced in Fig. 2(b),
while Fig. 2(a) has two bad panels.
The mapping process involves two sequential stages: cassettes

matching and plates matching. Assume that the ith and jth sample
cassettes from the TFT and CF queue lines are selected. The ith
TFT and jth sample CF cassettes are then matched. This is the
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Fig. 2. Cell mapping process.

Fig. 3. Cassette matching (A sample has one cassette).

“cassettes-matching” step. If each sample contains only one cassette,
this is “cassette matching” as illustrated in Fig. 3. The next step
involves matching the plates from the ith sample TFT cassette and the
jth sample CF cassette to form LCD plates. Assume that 60 plates
from the TFT and CF lines are numbered Ti1; Ti2; . . . ; Ti60 and
Cj1; Cj2; . . . ; Cj60, respectively. The plate-matching process chooses
one TFT plate (Tik) and one CF plate (Cjl) to form a matched LCD
plate. This step is called “plates matching” as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Similarly, if each sample contains only one cassette, this is “plate
matching”.

B. Mapping Using a Sorter

The sorter (as shown in Fig. 5) is a robot used in LCD manu-
facturing systems to achieve higher yield for matching TFT and CF
plates. This sorter usually contains s ports that can transfer (load/un-
load) CF glasses from (s � 1) CF cassettes into an empty cassette

Fig. 4. Plates matching (A sample has three cassettes and each cassette
contains 20 plates).

Fig. 5. Mapping by using a sorter with 4 ports.

to match an indicated TFT cassette. The indicated TFT cassette and
the empty CF cassette (filled with 20 CF glasses with the slot order
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Fig. 6. Sorter transfers CF glasses from CF cassettes into empty cassettes to match indicated TFT cassettes.

the same as the matched TFT cassette glasses) will be transferred
onto a loader for PI coating in the cell process. After the sorter trans-
fers the remaining 40 CF glasses onto two other CF cassettes, one
cassette becomes an empty cassette. The sorter transfers CF glasses
from two CF cassettes onto the empty cassette to match another TFT
cassette. The sorter then transfers the remaining 20 CF glasses onto
an empty cassette to match the third TFT cassette. These steps are
shown schematically in Fig. 6.

III. PROPOSED APPROACHES

A. Proposed LP Formulation for Solving
the Plates-Matching Problem

Linear programming (LP) involves restrictions or constraints for de-
termining optimal solutions to problems. An assignment problem is
a special type of linear programming problem. The usual assignment
problem is given the same number of jobs andmachines. In each assign-
ment, assigning the job to the machine, has a fixed profit. This problem
assigns each machine a unique job such that the sum of the profit from

the machines is maximum. Without loss of generality, we will refer
to jobs as TFT plates, machines as CF plates, and the profit as the
matching yield for the TFT and CF plate. Therefore, plates matching
can be formulated as a linear programming problem. The notations are
defined before the LP formulation as follows:

N pair quantities of TFT and CF cassettes in queue;
r plate quantities of cassette (typically r = 20);
s number of sorter ports;
fikjl mapping function represents the matching yield for the kth

plate from the ith sample TFT cassette and the lth plate from
the jth sample CF cassette. Let two ordered n-tuples p =
(p1; p2; . . . ; pn) and q = (q1; q2; . . . ; qn) represent TFT
plate and corresponding CF plate panels (after rotation and
reversing). Where p1; p2; . . . ; pn, q1; q2; . . . ; qn = 0 (bad
panel) or 1 (good panel). Then, fikjl = p � q = p1q1 +
p2q2 + � � � + pnqn;

�ij optimal matching yield from the ith sample TFT cassette and
the jth sample CF cassette. This value is the result from the
plates-matching LP solution;
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xikjl =1 when the kth plate from the ith sample TFT cassette is
matched with the lth plate from the jth sample CF cassette.
Otherwise, xikjl = 0. This is the decision variable from the
plates-matching LP formulation.

The plates-matching problem can then be formulated as

Maximize �ij =

r(s�1)

k=1

r(s�1)

l=1

fikjlxikjl (1)

Subject to
r(s�1)

k=1

xikjl =1; ; for l = 1; 2; . . . ; r(s� 1) (2)

r(s�1)

l=1

xikjl =1; ; for k = 1; 2; . . . ; r(s� 1) (3)

and xikjl 2f0; 1g: (4)

Equation (1) is the objective function for maximizing the yield
when the ith sample TFT cassette and the jth sample CF cassette
are chosen. Equation (2) assures that each CF plate has exactly one
matching TFT plate. Equation (3) assures that each TFT plate has
exactly one matching CF plate. Equation (4) is the {0, 1} constraint
for the decision variables. Using (1) – (4), we can solve for various
ports in the post-mapping yield problem.

The proposed LP approach will solve the plates-matching LP for-
mulationCN

s�1�CN
s�1 times for all of the possible cassettes-matching

instances. Although this formulation is a combinatorial problem and
for each sample matched cassettes there are (r(s � 1))! different
matches. This is the typical assignment problem structure. Because
their structure, some special algorithms have been developed that can
solve the problem very efficiently. The most well-known is the Hun-
garian method, first proposed by Kuhn [3] in 1955. In the Hungarian
method, a one-to-one match is required. This method covers all of the
zeros in the reduced cost matrix by determining the minimum number
of lines. As pointed out by Lotfi [4], finding the minimum number of
lines to cover all of the zeros can become a tedious task. He developed
a labeling algorithm for this task. Besides the Hungarian method, the
Simplex method for linear programming was modified to solve the
matching problem (Paparrizos [5], Hung [6]). A scaling algorithm for
the assignment problem was introduced by Goldberg and Kennedy
[7]. Other relevant research solutions can be found from Balinski [8],
Ji et al. [9], and Arora et al. [10].

B. Proposed Reduction Algorithm for Solving
the Cassettes-Matching Problem

Assume that there are N TFT and N CF cassettes in queue. The
objective of the cassettes-matching problem is to findN TFT cassettes
matching N CF cassettes such that the panel sum from the matching
is maximized. In this subsection, we consider the situation when the
sorter has four ports. The mapping process arbitrarily retrieves three
cassettes each time from each queue line.

Given a set S = f1; 2; 3 . . . ; Ng, let sample space S1, S2 and S3
be the set of all combinations of CN

1 , CN
2 and CN

3 , respectively, and
m is a positive integer. We define the following.
�ij 1 when the ith sample TFT cassette is matched with the jth

sample CF cassette. Otherwise, �ij = 0.
Let

�ij =

xij ; if each sample contains three cassettes
yij ; if each sample contains two cassettes
zij ; if each sample contains one cassette

�ij =

aij ; if each sample contains three cassettes
bij ; if each sample contains two cassettes
cij ; if each sample contains one cassette.

Then, the maximum matching problem can be stated as follows.

1) When N = 3m

Maximize Z =

C

i=1

C

j=1

aijxij (5)

Subject to

C

j=1

xij =1; for i 2 A (6)

C

i=1

xij =1; for j 2 A (7)

and xij 2f0; 1g; for all i and j (8)

where

A = A1; A2; . . . ; Am j A1; A2; . . . ; Am 2 S3;

Ai \ Aj = � 8i 6= j;

m

i

Ai = S :

2) When N = 3m + 2

Maximize Z =

C

i=1

C

j=1

aijxij +

C

i=1

C

j=1

bijyij

(9)

Subject to

C

j=1

xij =1; for i 2 D (10)

C

i=1

xij =1; for j 2 D (11)

C

j=1

yij =1; for i 2 E (12)

C

i=1

yij =1; for j 2 E (13)

and xij ; yij 2f0; 1g; for all i and j (14)

whereD = fB1; B2; . . . ; Bmg � B, E = fBm+1g � B

B = B1; B2; . . . ; Bm; Bm+1 j B1; B2; . . . ; Bm 2 S3;

Bm+1 2 S2; and Bi \Bj = � 8i 6= j;

m+1

i

Bi = S :

3) When N = 3m + 1

Maximize Z =

C

i=1

C

j=1

aijxij +

C

i=1

C

j=1

cijzij

(15)

Subject to

C

j=1

xij =1; for i 2 F (16)

C

i=1

xij =1; for j 2 F (17)
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C

j=1

zij =1; for i 2 G (18)

C

i=1

zij =1; for j 2 G (19)

and xij ; zij 2f0; 1g; for all i and j: (20)

where F = fC1; C2; . . . ; Cmg � C , G = fCm+1g � C

C = C1; C2; . . . ; Cm; Cm+1 j C1; C2; . . . ; Cm 2 S3;

Cm+1 2 S1; and Ci \ Cj = � 8i 6= j;

m+1

i

Ci = S :

Although these formulations have an assignment problem structure,
the Hungarian method cannot be applied to obtain the optimal solution
because the elements in the sample space S2 and S3 are not pairwise
mutually exclusive events and they cannot satisfy a one-to-one match.
However, if N is small, we can use the total enumeration method to
find an optimal solution by computing all of the possible assignments.
When N is large, the total enumeration method is not practical for
solving the matching problem because of the very high computation
time requirements. In this study, we present a reduction algorithm based
on the Hungarian method for solving the large-sized TFT and CF cas-
settes-matching problem.

The proposed approach uses the �ij from the plate-matching
solution results as the input to model the optimal cassette-matching
problem, as shown in (21) – (24).

Maximize Z =

N

i=1

N

j=1

cijzij (21)

Subject to
N

i=1

zij =1; for j = 1; 2; . . . ; N (22)

N

j=1

zij =1; for i = 1; 2; . . . ; N (23)

and zij 2f0; 1g: (24)

Equation (21) is the objective function that maximizes the yield
through cassette matching. Equation (22) assures that each CF cassette
is matched to exactly one TFT cassette. Equation (23) assures that each
TFT cassette has exactly one matching CF cassette. Equation (24) is
the {0, 1} constraint for the decision variables. The cassette-matching
formulation also has the special assignment problem structure and can
be solved efficiently using the Hungarian method.

Using (21) – (24), each TFT cassette has exactly one matching CF
cassette. This is the optimal solution for cassette matching. The pro-
posed reduction algorithm based on the optimal solution for the cassette
matching produces an excellent solution and reduces the computational
complexity for cassettes matching. The procedure for the proposed re-
duction algorithm is listed as follows.

Step 1) Using (1) – (4), find �ij for plate matching.
Step 2) Using (21) – (24), find Z for cassette matching.
Step 3) Let TFTi represent the ith TFT cassette and CFj repre-

sent the jth CF cassette. By step 2, each TFT cassette has
exactly one matching CF cassette. This can be denoted by
(TFTi) $ (CFj) i; j = 1; 2; . . . ; N .
Adjusting CF cassette in order such that j = i. We have

(TFTi)$ (CFi) i = 1; 2; . . . ; N:

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF OPTIMAL AND PROPOSED REDUCTION ALGORITHM

SOLUTIONS WHEN N = 4, 5, 6, AND n = 30

TABLE II
COMPARISON OF TOTAL ENUMERATION AND PROPOSED REDUCTION

ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY (s = 4)

Step 4) The assignment of the ith sample TFT cassette to the jth
sample CF cassette must satisfy the following conditions:

(TFTi;TFTj ;TFTk)$ (CFi;CFj ;CFk)

i; j; k =1; 2; . . . ; N; i 6= j 6= k

(TFTi;TFTj)$ (CFi;CFj) i 6= j

when N =3m+ 2

(TFTi)$ (CFi)

when N =3m+ 1:

Step 5) Using (1) – (4), calculate all assignments in Step 4).
Step 6) Find maximum yield forN TFT cassettes matching N CF

cassettes.

The proposed algorithm can be used to find an excellent solutionwith
much less computational effort. Using Step 2), an optimal solution for
one-to-one cassette matching can be obtained. When the sorter is used,
selecting the corresponding cassettes as a sample group will produce
better solutions. In Step 4), the number of plates-matching sets will be
reduced from CN

3 � CN
3 to CN

3 . Table I compares the optimal solu-
tion and proposed reduction algorithm for computational results when
N = 4, 5, 6, and n = 30, where n represents the plate cell (panel)
quantities. Under these test conditions, we can see that the solutions
obtained using the proposed reduction algorithm were optimal or near
optimal. When N is large, finding an optimal solution becomes com-
plex and difficult. Table II compares the total enumeration method and
proposed reduction algorithm in computational complexity for a sorter
with four ports.
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TABLE III
CELL SIZE VERSUS NUMBER OF CELLS

TABLE IV
MAPPING RESULTS IN 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR TFT AVERAGE

YIELD 90% AND CF AVERAGE YIELD 85%

TABLE V
MAPPING RESULTS IN 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR TFT AVERAGE

YIELD 90% AND CF AVERAGE YIELD 90%

IV. ILLUSTRATIONS

A. Problem

To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed approaches, a
case study was adapted from a LTPS TFT-LCD manufacturing
firm in Hsinchu, Taiwan. In this case study, the plate size was
620 mm� 750 mm. Five different cell sizes use the same plate.
The corresponding number of cells for a given cell size is shown in
Table III.

The TFT average yield rate is about 90% for LCD factories. Color
filter (CF) glasses are usually purchased from outside vendors. There-
fore, the CF yield rate varies. The higher the CF yield rate, the higher
the purchasing cost. Based on the company’s historical data, three sce-
narios were investigated in this study. That is, the total average yield
rates for TFT and CF plates were set at 90% and 85%, 90% and 90%,
90% and 95%, respectively.

In practice, the data can only be obtained through extra procedures
with special equipment. Without losing this reality, random numbers
were used to simulate the defective cells for a given yield rate. A
random number generator output a value of 0 or 1 determined using
the Bernoulli distribution. If the output value is 1, the cell is good.
If the output value is 0, the cell is defective. Ten replications were
performed to construct a 95% confidence interval on the mean for
each experimental scenario.

B. Implementation Results of Plates Matching

Using proposed LP formulation, the implementation results (op-
timal solutions) for various ports on the sorter are summarized in
Tables IV–VI, and Figs. 7–9. In Table IV, the average yield ratio
increases as the number of ports increases. The average improvement
yield was 0.5908%, 0.2561% and 0.1935% each time the sorter added

TABLE VI
MAPPING RESULTS IN 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR TFT AVERAGE

YIELD 90% AND CF AVERAGE YIELD 95%

Fig. 7. Comparison of the effect with different numbers of ports on the sorter
for various panels with TFT and CF plates average yield rates are 90% and 85%,
respectively.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the effect with different numbers of ports on the sorter
for various panels with TFT and CF plates average yield rates are 90% and 90%,
respectively.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the effect with different numbers of ports on the sorter
for various panels with TFT and CF plates average yield rates are 90% and 95%,
respectively.

one port. Similarly, in Tables V and VI, the expected yield increase was
0.5151%, 0.2473% and 0.3124%, 0.4639%, 0.2080% and 0.1476%,
respectively.
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Fig. 10. TFT and CF match for a case involving N = 10 when the sorter has 4 ports.

TABLE VII
MAPPING RESULTS IN 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR TFT AVERAGE YIELD

90% AND CF AVERAGE YIELD 85% (N = 10, s = 4)

TABLE VIII
MAPPING RESULTS IN 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR TFT AVERAGE YIELD

90% AND CF AVERAGE YIELD 90% (N = 10, s = 4)

Figs. 7–9 show that the improvement decreases with the increase in
the number of panels. Given the same defect rate, the number of defec-
tive patterns increasedwith the number of panels in a plate. Assume that
the average defect rate is 20% for a plate. When the number of panels
is 5, there is 1 defective panel that results in 5 defect patterns. This one
defect has five possible panel locations. When the number of panels
is 10, the number of defective patterns is C10

2 = 45. The greater the
number of patterns, the smaller the mapping yield. This explains why
the improvement decreases with the increase in the number of panels.

C. Implementation Results of the Cassettes-Matching

Fig. 10 shows that 10 TFT cassettes and 10 CF cassettes in queue
can be divided into four classes for yield mapping on a sorter with four
ports. The optimal matching yield for the four classes is not practical
to solve because of the very high computation time requirements.

In practice, the random mapping approach is frequently employed
by engineers when n is large. This approach randomly chooses a pair
of cassettes and a pair of plates for the cell process. This approach does
not need to use the sorter. It is straightforward in implementation but the
solution quality cannot be guaranteed. Another method is to use sorting
techniques to improve the post-mapping yield. This approach uses the
LP formulation according to the magnitude of the yield rate. However,
it cannot assure the optimal solution. The sort approach procedures are
listed as follows:

Step 1) Sort the N TFT cassettes in queue in descending order by
yield rate.

TABLE IX
MAPPING RESULTS IN 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL FOR TFT AVERAGE YIELD

90% AND CF AVERAGE YIELD 95% (N = 10, s = 4)

Fig. 11. Comparison effect with three different algorithms for various panels
using 10 TFT and CF cassettes with average yield rates of 90% and 85%,
respectively.

Step 2) Sort the N CF cassettes in queue in descending order by
yield rate.

Step 3) Using (1) – (4) calculate all assignments

(TFT1;TFT2;TFT3)$ (CF1;CF2;CF3)

(TFT4;TFT5;TFT6)$ (CF4;CF5;CF6)

(TFT7;TFT8;TFT9)$ (CF7;CF8;CF9)

(TFT10)$ (CF10):

Our proposed reduction algorithm can be used to find an optimal or
near-optimal solution. To illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed re-
duction algorithm, the situation ofN = 10 and s = 4 is considered in
this subsection. To obtain solutions, we used the commercial software
MATLAB and EXCEL. The numerical results for random mapping,
sort approach and proposed reduction algorithm mapping are summa-
rized in Tables VII–IX, and Figs. 11–13. The average CPU time on a
Pentium 4 workstation for the proposed reduction algorithm was about
3 min. The sort approach required about 0.5 min.
In Table VII, the proposed reduction algorithm for the average

improvement yield from random mapping and using sort approach
mapping were 4.5309% and 0.3628%, respectively. Considering the
costly TFT and CF plates, the expected improvement represents a
significant profit increase. In the case study example, the monthly
throughput was 30 000 LCD plates. The average cost per LCD plate
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Fig. 12. Comparison effect with three different algorithms for various panels
using 10 TFT and CF cassettes with average yield rates of 90% and 90%,
respectively.

Fig. 13. Comparison effect with three different algorithms for various panels
using 10 TFT and CF cassettes with average yield rates of 90% and 95%,
respectively.

is about US$876. The expected monthly profit increases from random
mapping and using sort approach mapping were about US$1200000
and US$95000, respectively. Similarly, in Tables VIII and IX, the
expected monthly profit increases from random mapping and using
sort approach mapping were about US$1100000 and US$97000,
US$740000 and US$66000, respectively.

V. DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON

A. Discussion

In Figs. 11–13, the straight line at the bottom represents the average
yield ratio from randommatching, without respect to the panel quantity
per substrate. This is unlike other algorithms in which the average yield
ratio increased as the panel quantities decreased.

Because LTPS TFT-LCD focuses on manufacturing small and
medium size LCD panels, scribing glass in advance and then into
cell process produces lower economy of scale. If a random mapping
approach is used, a great quantity of LCD display scrap is produced.
Labor, material, and overhead costs are lost on scrapped displays. The
LP formulation and the proposed reduction algorithm can provide a
better choice. However, if the displays size is very small or CF yield
rate is very high, random mapping is feasible because the mapping
average yield ratio decreases gradually as the panel quantity increases
and the distances between the top curve and the bottom straight line
for Figs. 11–13 become smaller. For the large-sized displays, if TFT
and CF glasses have higher yield, this proposed reduction algorithm
could replace prior glass scribing. The mapping approach is more
suitable for mass production than prior glass scribing.

B. Comparison

In the literature, several heuristics have been developed for combina-
torial optimization problems, such as: construction methods [11], lim-
ited enumeration methods [12], improvement methods [13], sampling

TABLE X
COMPARISON OF GREEDY ALGORITHM AND HUNGARIAN METHOD

FOR PLATES MATCHING

and clustering [14], simulated annealing methods [15], genetic algo-
rithms [16], [17] and greedy randomized adaptive search procedure
(GRASP) [18]. Among these, genetic algorithms (GAs) are a popular
method for avoiding local optimal in improving the search. The GA
attempts to parallel the biological evolution process to find better solu-
tions. The genetic algorithm concept was introduced by Holland [16]
in 1975. Recently, Ahuja et al. [17] applied a hybrid algorithm called
a greedy genetic algorithm to produce very good results on large scale
quadratic assignment problems (QAPs) from QAPLIB (a well-known
library of QAP instances).
A greedy algorithm makes a locally optimal choice and hopes with a

globally optimal solution. Hence, the algorithm does not always yield
the optimal solution. However, the greedy algorithm is quite powerful
for a large-sized combinatorial problem. We discuss the greedy algo-
rithm for plates and cassettes matching for a sorter with four ports as
follows.

1) Greedy Algorithm for Plates Matching:

Step 1) Sort the 60 TFT plates in descending order by yield rate.
Step 2) Based on the sequence from Step 1), perform the “best”

plates matching sequentially. “Best” indicates the highest
yield. For example, the first TFT plate has the highest
priority for choosing the “best” matching CF plate from 60
CF plates. When a TFT plate and a CF plate are chosen,
their post-mapping yield is a direct compound, as shown
in Fig. 2. The second TFT plate then chooses its “best”
matching CF plate from the remaining 59 plates. This
matching procedure continues until the last TFT plate is
matched with the last CF plate.

Table X compares the greedy algorithm and Hungarian method for
the plates-matching problems. Ten replications were performed to
compare the mean for various panels using three TFT and CF cassettes
with average yield rates of 90% and 85%, respectively. Under these
test conditions, the differences in yield between the optimal solution
and the solution obtained using the greedy algorithm has an average
of 1.28%.

2) Greedy Algorithm Based on Hungarian Method for Cassettes
Matching:

Step 1) Sort the N TFT cassettes in queue in descending order by
yield rate.

Step 2) The first three TFT cassettes in queue (after sorting) have
the highest priority to choose the best matching CF cas-
settes from those N CF cassettes in queue. The cassettes-
matching yield is calculated using (1) – (4). The second
three TFT cassettes in queue then chooses its best matching
CF cassettes from the remaining N � 3 CF cassettes. This
procedure continues until the last TFT cassette(s) in the
queue is matched with the last CF cassette(s) in queue.

For comparison purposes, we randomly created an initial population
of size 50 and used (1) – (4) in the GA process. The genetic operation
settings were length of string = 20 bits, crossover rate = 0:8 with
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TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION RESULTS FOR GREEDY, GENETIC, AND

PROPOSED REDUCTION ALGORITHMS WHEN N = 10

partial matched crossover (PMX) operator, mutation rate = 0:1 and
20 iterations. Nine samples were performed to compare the greedy al-
gorithm, GA, and proposed reduction algorithms results for the case
of N = 10. The results are shown in Table XI. As we can see, the
proposed reduction algorithm consistently generated superior solutions
than the other algorithms for the case using 10 TFT and CF cassettes
with average yield rates of 90% and 85%, 90% and 90%, 90% and 95%,
respectively. For n =6, 50, 70, or 100, the results are still consistent
with n = 30.

VI. CONCLUSION

The post-mapping yield control problem has a significant impact on
LTPS TFT LCD manufacturing. A judicious matching policy is very
cost effective because it does not require a significant investment to
produce yield improvement. Because the number of ports on the sorter
is an important determinant in the post-mapping yield, this study pro-
posed a linear programming formulation to compare various ports in
the post-mapping yield control problem. This approach provided an
optimal solution and offers LTPS TFT-LCD manufacturers important
yield information. In addition, this study proposed a reduction algo-
rithm to reduce the number of methods for choosing different objects to
match when the total number of matched cassettes is large. This avoids
computer over load and provides an excellent solution.

For LCD factories, the ability to improve yield in the manufacturing
process is a very important competitiveness determinant. The proposed
reduction algorithm produces very good results on the large scale cas-
settes-matching problem. This avoids a great quantity of LCD display

scrap, reduces production costs and improves the production yield. Im-
plementation results revealed that proposed approaches are effective in
solving a practical problem.
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